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Abstract
Evolutionary psychologists believe the human mind
evolved to solve adaptive problems present in our
ancestral environment. Our hominid ancestors survived
in face-to-face groups by assessing the cooperative
intentions of other group members. Media naturalness
theory postulates face-to-face is the most ‘natural’
communication medium. This paper reports results from
a laboratory experiment examining the ability of student
subjects to predict the generosity of a counter-party
under two media conditions: Face-to-Face (FtF), the
more natural condition; and Video-to-Video (VtV), the
less natural, technology-mediated condition. After a
five-minute interaction, subjects took part in a givesome – get-some exchange and then predicted the
generosity of their counterparty. Consistent with media
naturalness theory, FtF subjects predicted generosity at
a frequency greater than chance. Surprisingly,
generosity predictions for the VtV condition were not
significantly different from chance. Generosity
prediction relates to important organizational
behaviors such as cooperativeness, trust, and
teamwork. Implications and future research
opportunities are discussed.

1. Introduction
This paper’s specific purposes are to establish and
validate an experimental methodology for predicting
generosity (or cooperation) in a laboratory context; and
to compare the frequency of prediction accuracy under
face-to-face and technology mediated, video-to-video
conditions. More generally this research considers how
the naturalness of communication media affects our
ability to solve adaptive problems.
Effective exchange relationships are fundamental to
economic prosperity [11]. The ability to identify the
cooperativeness of exchange partners has the potential
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to greatly facilitate exchange by reducing transaction
costs, thus enhancing the performance of both
organizations and markets. Although the origin and role
of generosity, cooperation, sharing and trust is a widely
studied and much debated topic [8,25,42,45],
researchers generally agree that the ability to reliably
detect, ex post, how partners have behaved is essential
for cooperation to have evolved [13,39,40,31].
Establishing exchange relationships with novel partners
can be highly advantageous, but the absence of prior
experience with, or reputational information about these
partners also makes these relationships especially risky.
The risk is that the prospective partner will not be
cooperative, and will act opportunistically to their own
advantage. Accordingly, the ability to predict, ex ante,
how prospective novel partners will behave in an
exchange relationship would be especially valuable.
Evolutionary psychologists [2,12,13] believe the
human mind (like the rest of our biology) evolved by
way of natural and sexual selection to generate abilities
and behaviours that solved adaptive problems “posed by
the physical, ecological and social environments
encountered by our ancestors” [12:188]. Along these
lines, “natural selection theory defines informationprocessing problems that the mind must solve, and the
task ... is to uncover the nature of the algorithms that
solve them” [12:190]. While there is no domain general
theory for what constitutes an adaptive behaviour,
modern evolutionary biology has identified domain
specific adaptive problems [9]. The domain of interest
for this research study is the set of adaptive problems
related to group life.
Our hominid ancestors evolved in social groups.
While being part of a such a group has survival
advantages [41,47], it also presents a pernicious
adaptive problem: free ridership. Free riders (i.e., nonco-operators) take advantage of the benefits of group
life, enhancing their own genetic fitness [16], but do not
share with other members or contribute to the fitness of
the group. Thus the ability to identify free riders after
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the fact, or ideally to accurately predict others who will
be generous (and cooperative), contributes positively to
the formation and functioning of groups and to the
realization of the survival advantages of group life. It is
believed that human evolution has resulted in the
universal cognitive ability to identify reliable (i.e.,
generous and cooperative) partners [2,50]. Of course
this ability must be imperfect, otherwise selfish
individuals would have been excluded from ancestral
groups and long ago become extinct.
Impressions of a novel partner are believed to form
quickly, effortlessly and subconsciously during the
initial phase of an interaction [1,28,38]. Research has
repeatedly demonstrated that in face-to-face
interactions, people have an uncanny (though certainly
imperfect) ability to intuit whether a novel partner will
be generous and cooperative, or selfish and self-serving,
at a probability that is significantly greater than chance
[3,4,6,7,23,24,51]. Evolutionary theory suggests that
this ability emerged in ancestral groups, where members
were collocated and engaged in synchronous
interactions – both verbal and nonverbal, and through
nuanced speech as well as observation of facial
expressions and body language. As discussed below,
modern communications technologies may influence or
attenuate peoples’ ability to accurately assess the
cooperativeness of novel partners [5,43,52].

2. Media theories and cooperativeness
Citing theories of media richness [14] and social
presence [46], Jarvenpaa and Leidner [30] observed:
“computer-based communication media may eliminate
the type of communication cues that individuals use to
convey trust, warmth, attentiveness and other
interpersonal affectations” (p. 793). This line of thinking
led to the development of media naturalness theory [33],
also known as the psychobiological model [32], which
is based upon Darwinian evolution and evolutionary
psychology. Kock [33] explained the core argument for
media naturalness theory thus: “since our Stone Age
hominid ancestors communicated primarily face-toface, evolutionary pressures likely have led to the
development of a brain that is consequently designed for
that form of communication” [33:406].
Media
naturalness
theory
contends
that
communication media that more closely resemble what
occurred in our ancestral environment are more
“natural”. Generally speaking, co-located, synchronous,
face-to-face media are believed to enable the highest
level of ‘natural’ communication [33]. Some researchers
have argued that electronic media can be used to convey
“rich or natural” communications. Lee [35] used a
hermeneutic lens to demonstrate that the

communication quality of a message (specifically,
electronic mail) was not a functional property of the
medium itself, but rather was something that emerged
over time in a particular context as individuals actively
engaged each other. Channel expansion theory argues
that individual experiences and perceptions with
different communication channels substantially
influence an individual’s perceptions of channel
richness, and thus the selection and use of particular
channels [10]. Media synchronicity theory identified
‘conveyance’ and ‘convergence’ processes arising from
a combination of individual- and task-familiarity, with
varying communication performance outcomes [18].
In contrast to media richness and media naturalness
theories, these other perspectives suggest that ‘mode
needn’t matter’, and that it is feasible and common for
individuals to generate and engage in ‘rich’ dialogue
even in online mediated settings. However, they do not
have much to say about how electronic media affects the
ability of people with no pre-existing relationship to
pick up on subtle cues and form impressions of
cooperativeness. Thus arises an interesting and
practically relevant question: What is the effect of
technology mediated interactions on peoples’ ability to
correctly predict the actual generosity or
cooperativeness of others with whom they will interact?
An answer to this question has relevance for both
virtual markets and virtual organizations. Organizations
are increasingly reliant on physically dispersed teams
with members who spend little or no time meeting face
to face [29], and managing others in such dispersed
contexts carries unique and complex challenges and
performance implications [22,28]. Engendering
cooperativeness amongst individuals is central to what
effective organizations do. Similarly leading Internet
brands such as eBay, Amazon and Baidu are not content
to provide anonymous arm’s-length markets, but rather
aspire to rapidly stimulate social engagement and thus
foster interpersonal trust between members, who will
then confidently engage in exchange relationships with
one another [38,39,44].

3. Research propositions
Because all the natural cues are present in face-toface settings, it is expected that individuals’ ability to
predict generous and cooperative behaviour will be
higher for face-to-face than for technology-mediated
interactions. However, it is not known whether, or how
quickly, different forms of technology-mediation (i.e.,
non face-to-face communications) attenuate this ability,
especially among novel partners. For example, when
people first meet, are voice cues (e.g., volume, tone,
expression) more salient than visual cues (e.g., facial
expression, body language, attentiveness) in assessing
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trustworthiness? Kock [33] noted that speech was a
costly evolutionary adaptation (e.g., involving physical
positioning of the larynx low in the neck, increasing the
risk of choking), and therefore must have been
associated with substantial offsetting survival benefits.
At the same time, DeSteno et al. [20] found that
providing interpersonal visual cues, while holding voice
constant, was sufficient to enhance the prediction of
generosity. Therefore, it is possible that specific cues
within a specific type of communication mode (e.g.,
voice) may be significant for some adaptive problems in
some settings, and less so for others. Carefully designed
experiments examining the differential effects of media
naturalness upon specific adaptive problems in specific
situations are required to identify the situational salience
of different cues and how they are affected by
technology mediation.
Our research explores whether the ability of subjects
to predict the generosity of unfamiliar partners after a
brief (5-minute) interaction differs between a face-toface condition (FtF), and the equivalent high-definition
audio-video condition (VtV). Consistent with
evolutionary psychology’s adapted mind theory
[2,12,50], media naturalness theory [33], and prior
empirical findings [20,24], we expected the frequency
of FtF subjects to predict generosity to be greater than
chance. It is not known whether or how quickly this
ability attenuates with technology mediation. The VtV
experimental context and procedures were designed to
follow as closely as possible the FtF condition; the video
quality was high definition, the image approximated
life-size realism, and the audio quality was excellent.
Accordingly, and consistent with media naturalness
theory it was our expectation that when compared to the
FtF condition the frequency of accurate predictions for
the VtV condition might degrade slightly, but we still
expected it to be greater than chance frequency. This
reasoning led to the following hypotheses:
H1: Subjects who interact face-to-face predict
generous behaviour of a non-familiar partner, at a
frequency greater than chance.
H2: Subjects who interact via high definition audiovideo predict generous behaviour of a non-familiar
partner, at a frequency greater than chance.
H3: Subjects who interact via high definition audiovideo predict generous behaviour of a non-familiar
partner at a lower frequency than those who interact
face-to-face.

4. Design and method
Data were collected through the use of a laboratory
experiment, using student subjects recruited from the
University’s standard research study pool. For the FtF
treatment, 114 subjects were scheduled to arrive at the
behavioural laboratory in pairs, and each pair was taken
to a room and asked: “Do you know each other?” Four
pairs indicated familiarity; in each of these cases, the
subjects were thanked, paid $6, and dismissed from the
study. Familiarity was further validated in a final survey
with the question: “What is your relationship with the
person you interacted with?”. Subjects who indicated,
“We know each other casually” or “We know each other
quite well” were removed from further analysis. Several
additional subjects failed to properly complete the exit
survey. As a result of these exclusions, the final dataset
contained 98 valid FtF subjects.
The research assistant (RA) handed each subject a
five-dollar bill and a one-dollar coin, for a total of six
Canadian dollars, and thanked them for participating.
The RA then directed the subjects to view a brief
introductory video describing the first of two games
2
they would be playing . In the first video, subjects were
instructed that they would play a coin-toss game
followed by a five-minute conversation, and that
another monetary exchange would then follow the initial
coin-toss game. They were given no specifics about the
follow-on exchange, and were asked not to speculate
about it during their five-minute conversation, in order
to avoid the possibility of collusion. All subjects
followed these instructions.
Following the first set of video instructions, the
subjects played a simple coin-toss game. Each person
was handed an additional two-dollar coin and instructed
to verbally predict whether their own coin toss would
result in a head or tail. To win this game, a subject had
to be correct about their self-prediction, while the other
subject had to be incorrect about their self-prediction
(e.g., if Subject A predicted heads and flipped heads,
while Subject B predicted tails and flipped heads, then
Player A would win; if both self-predictions were
correct, or both were incorrect, the subjects flipped
repeatedly until there was a single winner). Once a
winner was established, the RA immediately picked up
both coins, handed them to the winner, and said,
“Congratulations”. The coin-toss game ostensibly
provided a social icebreaker; however, the underlying
objective of this priming manipulation was to
demonstrate that there was going to be real money at

2

Experimental video available online:
Video 1: http://bit.ly/1TvpXAL
Video 2: http://bit.ly/1TzHPgb
Video 3: http://bit.ly/1WOg7QN
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risk, and to introduce a spirit of competitiveness into the
experimental context.
Subjects were then given five minutes to interact, “to
get to know one another”. They were instructed to talk
about any topic of their choosing, such as “your
favourite courses, what sports you like, what you did last
summer, et cetera”. The RA left the room during this
interaction, but a video camera recorded the interaction.
At the end of the five-minute period, the RA returned,
and one subject was taken to a separate room. Once
separated, both subjects viewed a second video that
described a “give-some – get-some” game, wherein they
were asked to decide whether and how much money to
give to the other subject. Their options were to give $0,
$2, $4 or $6, and any amount they chose to give to the
other player would be “magically doubled” – so for
example, if they gave up $6, the other subject would
receive $12. Alternatively, if they gave $0, the other
subject would receive nothing. Meanwhile, they were
told, the other subject was making the same decision
about giving money to them.
This payment structure was established after
conducting preliminary, pre-experimental tests to
establish a relevant range of payouts for this
experimental subject pool. Likewise, the choice to give
subjects their initial $6 payment in the form of a fivedollar bill and a one-dollar coin was done to separate, in
the subjects’ minds, the $6 as general payment for
participation, from their decision to give up to $6 in the
give-some – get-some game. We also reasoned that
giving them “paper money” (the $5 bill) upfront might
cause them to think twice about giving away their
money, versus giving them “change” in the form of
three two-dollar coins, and that the use of coins might
imply that the experimenters wanted them to give some
of those coins, and thus trigger an undesirable
expectancy bias for giving. Subjects were told that the
RA could provide change if requested. The payment
amount decided by the subject was placed in an
envelope, and doubled by the RA in front of the subject
who gave it.
The altruistic approach of giving the maximum
amount, if followed by both subjects, would maximize
the net group payoff – i.e., if both gave $6, each would
receive $12 for a joint payoff of $24. The optimal
egocentric strategy was to keep the $6, give $0, and
accurately predict receipt of $12 from the other subject,
in which case the net group payoff would be $18 – i.e.,
$0 to the generous player and $18 to the non-generous
player. However, if both subjects followed the
egocentric strategy and kept their $6, the net group
payoff would be just $12.
Finally, and most importantly, before receiving any
payment amount each subject viewed a third and final
video that asked them to predict how much the other

player had given them – $0, $2, $4 or $6 (which would
be doubled). Subjects were informed that a correct
prediction of the other subject’s decision would be
rewarded with an additional $8 payment. Providing this
substantial payment for a simple prediction task was
intended to stimulate serious consideration about the
other subject’s generosity. Several additional survey
questions were included to capture demographic and
personality information, and to re-confirm that the
subjects were not acquainted.
The RA adjusted the final (envelope) amounts to
provide a minimum payment of $8 to every subject. This
was done to mask the amount of the actual payment
from recipients, so that a given subject would not be able
to attribute their final payment to money given by the
other subject versus their having correctly predicted the
other subject’s decision, and thus to protect participant
identities and prevent possible hard feelings. To avoid
the possibility of social awkwardness care was taken to
insure that participants did not encounter one another as
they exited the behavioural laboratory.
The VtV design was identical to that of the FtF
condition, with the exception of video-conferencing
mediation. Subjects arriving to take part in the
experiment were brought to separate waiting areas, and
then led into separate rooms that were connected by
video-conferencing equipment (i.e., a 60-inch highdefinition television monitor, and a high definition
audio-video camera). Each subject was directed to sit in
a chair that was placed in front of the television monitor,
with a camera positioned to provide an upper-body shot
(head to waist). Each subject independently watched an
explanatory video, the video cameras were turned on,
and the RA asked if subjects knew one other or had ever
spoken. Three pairs of subjects were familiar with one
another, and these subjects were paid $6 and dismissed.
Five additional subjects were removed due to either
indicating familiarity on the exit survey, or because they
failed to complete the exit survey. As a result of these
exclusions, the final dataset contained 107 valid VtV
subjects.
VtV subjects then completed the same procedures as
the FtF subjects:
1.   They played the coin-toss game, virtually from
each other but in the presence of the RAs, and
one winner was established and paid.
2.   They took part in a five-minute videoconferencing interaction (in the absence of the
RAs, but the recording was captured).
3.   The cameras were turned off, they viewed the
second video, and then they made their givesome – get-some decision.
4.   They viewed the third video and made
generosity predictions of the other subject.
5.   Finally, payments were calculated and
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distributed, and the subjects were dismissed.
Setup of the experimental conditions are shown in
Figure 1a for FtF and Figure 1b for VtV (faces are
blurred for privacy reasons).

Experimental studies with a ‘get-to-know-you’
conversation followed by an unannounced cooperatedefect type exchange, such as the present study, are
designed to test for ‘cooperation detection’ and to avoid
the ‘liar detection’ trap. These types of studies are rare.

5. Results

Figure 1a. Face-to-face room setup

Among the 205 valid subjects participating in this
study, 96% were 21-25 years of age, 52% were male,
and 48% were female (one gender response in the FtF
sample was unreported). Gender ratios for the FtF (VtV)
conditions were 60.2% (43.9%) male and 38.7%
(56.1%) female. While the subjects were assigned to
treatment conditions as they arrived at the behavioural
laboratory females were slightly underrepresented in the
FtF condition and over represented in the VtV condition.
This raised the possibility of gender differences
explaining (some of) the difference between the two
conditions [23].3 However, analysis of the data
uncovered no significant interaction between
communication medium and gender upon prediction
accuracy (ordinal logistic regression β=0.39, SE=.57,
p=0.49). There was no significant difference in
prediction accuracy between males and females for FtF
to VtV conditions.
Actual and predicted distributions of amounts given
are shown for FtF (Table 1a) and VtV (Table 1b). The
average actual amount given by the FtF group (M= 4.49,
SD= 1.77) did not differ from that of the VtV group (M=
4.47, SD= 1.54; F(1, 204)= 0.01, p= .92). Likewise the
average predicted amount given by the FtF group (M=
4.04, SD= 1.93) did not differ from that of the VtV
group (M= 4.07, SD= 1.65; F(1,204)= 0.02, p= .89).
Table 1a. Face-to-face

Figure 1b. Video-to-video room setup
Prior research has shown that the ability of
individuals to detect generosity can be sensitive to the
experimental design. Manson et al. [36:2] noted:
“In most experimental protocols, participants
are informed of their impending social dilemma
decision before conversing, and are (1)
instructed not to discuss the game [e.g., 15] or
else (2) allowed to discuss and ‘disclose’ their
game-play decisions [e.g., 24]. The former must
make for awkward social interactions, while the
latter transforms the ‘defector detection’
challenge into the rather different task of ‘liardetection’ [19].”

Actual Give

Predicted Give

$0
$2
$4
$6

$0
1
3
0
2

$2
2
11
8
5

$4
0
6
15
5

$6
0
0
2
38

total
3
20
25
50

total

6

26

26

40

98

The diagonal cells from $0-$0 to $6-$6 reflect cases
in which predicted amounts exactly matched actual
amounts (i.e., there was no prediction error). For the FtF
condition (Table 1a), 65 out of 98 or 66.3% of the
predictions were exact matches. For the VtV condition
(Table 1b), 35 out of 107 or 32.7% were exactly

3

Using a different experimental design, Frank (2004)
reports females predict more accurately than males.
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accurate.
Table 1b. Video-to-video

Actual Give

Predicted Give

$0
$2
$4
$6

$0
0
0
1
4

$2
0
1
6
12

$4
0
9
23
18

$6
2
6
14
11

total
2
16
44
45

total

5

19

50

33

107

Our first hypothesis states that subjects who interact
face-to-face predict generous behaviour of an unfamiliar
partner, at a frequency greater than chance. To test this
hypothesis, we calculated actual error values for each
subject in the FtF condition (i.e., the actual amount their
partner gave minus the amount they predicted would be
given). The resulting values ranged from +6 (i.e., actual
$6 - predicted $0) to -6 (i.e., actual $0 - predicted $6).
Then, based on observed frequencies of actual amounts
given (i.e., $0: 3.1%, $2: 20.4%, $4: 25.5%, $6: 51%),
the random error distribution was produced. Next, a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test was used to compare
the actual and random error distributions. Results
showed that FtF participants’ predictions were
significantly more accurate than chance frequency
(p<0.01, one-tailed), supporting our first hypothesis.
Our second hypothesis states that subjects who
interact via high definition audio-video predict generous
behaviour of an unfamiliar partner, at a frequency
greater than chance. Following the same procedure as
with the FtF sample we tested this hypothesis by
calculating actual error values for each subject in the
VtV condition (i.e., actual amount given minus
predicted amount given), resulting in an error array from
+6 to -6. Then based on observed frequencies of actual
amounts given (i.e. $0: 1.9%, $2: 14.9%, $4: 41.1%, $6:
42.1%), the random error distribution was generated.
The K-S test was employed to compare the actual and
random error distribution, and results showed no
difference between the two distributions (p>0.2, onetailed). Thus H2 was not supported. Unlike those in the
FtF sample, subjects interacting in the VtV condition
were unable to predict generous behaviours of their
unfamiliar partners at a frequency significantly greater
than chance.
Our third hypothesis states that subjects who interact
via high definition audio-video predict generous
behaviour of an unfamiliar partner lesser frequency than
those who interact face-to-face. Similar to the
procedures used to test H1 and H2 the K-S test was
employed to contrast the FtF prediction error
distribution and VtV prediction error distribution.
Supporting our third hypothesis, the frequency of

accurate predictions was lower for VtV than for FtF and
the two distributions were significantly different from
one another (p<0.01, one-tailed).
As we considered these results and contemplated
how people go about predicting the generosity of others,
we reasoned that our subjects might be relying on a
simple decision rule: “The counterparty will give me
what I gave them”. Prior research has shown that people
frequently use themselves as an anchor or reference
point, and that their assessment of others is essentially
egocentric [21,26,27,40]. Moreover, prior research has
shown that egocentrism is stronger in technology
mediated communications versus face-to-face, and
associated with increased private self-awareness [37],
more uninhibited, unregulated and self-focused
behaviour [31], and higher levels of egocentrism [34].
To better understand the differences in generosity
prediction efficacy between the FtF and VtV groups,
and the possible role played by egocentrism, a further
post hoc analysis was performed. An ordinal logistic
regression was conducted with predicted amount (i.e.,
the amount Subject A predicted that Subject B would
give them) as the dependent variable, and two
independent variables: (1) shared amount (i.e., the
amount that Subject A gave to Subject B), and (2) media
condition (i.e., FtF or VtV). Results revealed significant
interactions between shared amount and media (the
most conservative Wald statistic was 10.62, p<.001). To
unpack the interaction effect, the data were split on the
media condition, and independent Spearman’s
correlation analyses were conducted for each subset. We
found that the predicted amount was not associated with
shared amount in the FtF condition (r= -.05, p= .62),
while in the VtV condition there was a significant
positive correlation (r=.77, p<.001). These results
support the proposition that in the technology-mediated
VtV condition, subjects predicted others’ behaviour
largely based on their own behavior, without regard to
clues they may have received via the relatively rich
media interaction with their counterparty.
The foregoing analysis describes how VtV subjects
made their predictions, and why the frequency of these
predictions were no better than chance. It also suggests
a theoretical rationale that requires further
consideration. However, it does not explain how FtF
subjects were able to beat the odds and make better than
chance frequency predictions. Answers to this important
question require further empirical study and theory
application and development.

6. Discussion
The findings from this study show that FtF subjects
had a significantly better than chance frequency of
predicting the generosity of their partner, while the VtV
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subjects did not, and that the difference between the
predictive capacities of the two conditions was highly
significant.
The strength of these results was surprising to the
researchers, considering the high quality of the audiovideo media used (i.e., the video-conferencing
technology was superior to the typical “Skype” audiovideo conferencing in terms of factors such as screen
size, picture resolution, sound clarity, lack of audiovideo latency lags, etc.), and the fact that the VtV
experimental conditions closely replicated those of the
FtF condition. The mediating technology allowed
research subjects to see and hear one another with
excellent imagery and sound, and yet their predictive
abilities were significantly different.
When designing this study, the researchers were
prepared to explore multiple conditions in addition to
VtV, such as Skype-quality video/audio, audio-only and
text-only, in order to be able to observe the attenuation
effects predicted by media naturalness theory. However,
results from this first study suggested that any form of
mediation, even those as close to natural as current
technology allows, may have an immediate and
consequential effect on the efficacy of generosity
prediction of an unfamiliar partner.
These results open up a variety of new research
questions and opportunities as described in the next
section. However, this research also has immediate
applicability. Understanding that the ability of
unfamiliar individuals to predict generosity and
cooperativeness is negatively attenuated by even high
quality technology mediation has important
implications for organizations making use of these
technologies and relying on virtual teams and
distributed leadership structures. It suggests that
dispersed virtual team members, who do not have an
opportunity to meet face-to-face, may be less able to
assess and establish the cooperativeness of their team
members with potential negative implications for team
performance. Likewise, leader-follower relationships in
geographically dispersed organizations that preclude
face-to-face interaction may result in a lessened capacity
to accurately assess the co-cooperativeness of others.
We do not know if an initial FtF interaction is sufficient
to overcome this assessment deficit, and if subsequent
interaction can be effectively mediated by technology,
or if the ability to accurately predict generosity requires
FtF interaction prior to every cooperative act.
Additional carefully designed experiments will be
required to address these important questions.
For operators of e-commerce marketplaces, these
results suggest that establishing a video connection
between unfamiliar buyers and sellers is unlikely to
enhance their ability to assess the cooperativeness of
their prospective counterparty. There are also

important potential implications for banks as they
embrace the fintech revolution and transition their retail
and commercial customers from face-to-face
relationships to technology-mediated, or technology
only relationships.

7.   Limitations and future research
This study has several methodological strengths.
The dependent variable, prediction error, is objective.
Subjects were asked to predict the giving behaviour of
the person with whom they had interacted. They were
not asked their subjective opinion about how
cooperative or generous they felt that person might be;
instead their prediction accuracy was calculated based
on an actual behavior. A related methodological
strength was the inclusion of the “coin toss game”,
adopted during experimental pretesting as a means of
triggering a competitive context. When examining this
type of phenomenon, it is critical to find the right
balance of priming triggers that will reveal a range of
both generous and selfish behaviours [48,49]. Another
important procedural step was to remove subjects who
indicated they knew one another, since relational and
reputational foreknowledge can significantly moderate
the effects of media use and information richness [35].
By restricting the sample to include only strangers,
subject predictions precluded assessments based on
prior information.
The subjects in this study were undergraduate
students and the normal caveats about generalizing to
other sub-populations apply. However, other research
suggests the ability to predict generosity may be a
human universal that is innate and/or learned prior to
adulthood. Work by Cosmides and her collaborators on
cheater detection (the flipside of generosity prediction)
has found this ability across diverse cultural groups
[2,12,13]. If this type of ability is truly universal the
relationship between media naturalness and generosity
prediction would not differ amongst different human
sub-populations. That said, the possibility of cultural
differences cannot be dismissed without replicating this
type of study across different cultures.
It is possible that with more personal experience
using
technology-mediated
communication
an
individual’s ability to predict generosity may improve,
consistent with media use theories [10,18]. Future
research replicating this study but using subjects with
high computer literacy and substantial video
interviewing experience is needed to address this
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question.
An important question remains: What caused the
difference in FtF versus VtV generosity prediction
efficacy in a tightly-controlled experimental context that
was otherwise almost identical? One possible
explanation involves the emission and interpretation of
cues. Perhaps the frequency of salient cues emitted by
the subjects differed across the two conditions. Or, the
interpretation of cues in the ‘3-dimensional’ FtF setting
may have differed from that in the ‘2-dimensional’ VtV
setting. Our next step will be to explore this possibility
for these subjects. Using a procedure similar to that
described by DeSteno et al. [20], we will examine video
recordings of these subjects’ interactions, in both FtF
and VtV conditions, to determine whether frequency of
non-verbal cues associated with prediction efficacy
differed.
We will also explore other possible differences
between the FtF and the VtV condition (e.g., content
analysis of language used). If further research on FtF
and VtV media finds an absence of differences in the
information transmitted, it leads towards the conclusion
that the context activates, or fails to activate, an evolved
generosity prediction cognitive module (i.e., in a binary,
or perhaps stepwise fashion).
Media naturalness theory and evolutionary social
psychology theories both suggest our brains evolved to
solve social problems in a rich FtF communications
context. Anything less than FtF conditions may fail to
trigger this evolved human social cognitive module
[17]. Additional experimentation and analyses is
required to examine under what conditions this
cognitive ability is activated, and how these conditions
influence the efficacy of generosity prediction.

8. Conclusions
This study has a strong theoretical foundation in
media naturalness theory and evolutionary psychology.
The ability to predict generosity or cooperativeness
addresses a well-recognized adaptive problem for
ancestral and contemporary social groups: how to detect
uncooperative individuals, or opportunistic free riders
who are unlikely to help others or contribute to the good
of the group. The theory suggests this ability is largely
innate and unconscious. While our research does not
prove the innateness of this ability, the FtF subjects were
able to make more accurate than chance predictions
after a relatively brief five-minute, unstructured
interaction, while VtV subjects were not. The findings
suggest that an innate psychobiological process may be
operating—a process that functions effectively only in a
4

natural face-to-face-setting, but is absent in technologymediated communications.
The results of this study are significant and consequential. They suggest that any form of technology
mediation may substantially reduce, or even eliminate
the ability of novel partners to predict cooperativeness,
at a frequency greater than chance. As such, there may
be no effective substitute for face-to-face interactions.
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